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Making the right choice in heat pump 
applications is easy with Toyesi 
 
There are many brands of heat pumps in the market today 
and from a wide variety of suppliers including:  

- Toyesi, WaterCo, Astral, Gree 

- Hayward, EvoHeat, Accent,  

- Pentair, Armstrong, Bryant,  

- Zodiac, Heil, Lennox, Carrier, Sanden,  

- Daikin, Rennai, Solahart to name just a few.  

Countries Typically known for manufacturing Heat Pumps 

- China – over 50% of all heat pumps 

- USA & Canada  

- Germany, England & France 

- Australia & New Zealand 

- Vietnam, Malaysia & Thailand 

- Greece, South Africa & India 

Generic Looking Heat Pumps 
The interesting thing you will find is the generic look and 
feel of many heat pumps in the Australian market. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Disclaimer – images are of generic nature found on the internet, they are 
not designed to single out any manufacturer or brand, but to represent 
the generic nature of many systems sold in Australia. 
 
Also, brands mentioned above are commonly known brands from the 
industry, and are only stated for the general purpose of listing known 
companies that do heatpumps. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Many heat pumps today are made by the same few core 
heat pump manufacturers, rebranded and imported into 
the Australian market. The benefits of this, is the reduced 
manufacturing costs, increased production capability and 
can be purchased in bulk, so that they are readily available 
off the shelf. 
 
Although not all imported systems can be painted with the 
same brush, many generic rebranded systems come with 
the same features and benefits as well as the same 
inherent negatives. 

- May not be made to Australian specifications 

- The use of cheaper or thinner materials  

- Poor wiring methods 

- More a throw away item than a fix & repair 

- May not be suitable for all Australian conditions as 

were designed originally for a different climate. 

Marketing Buzz Words  

Despite the similarities across the heat pump market, the 
success of a brand can come down to marketing, branding 
and financial backing. But what can the consumer do to 
determine a quality product, other than just buying on 
price and hope for the best? 
 
To overcome this, some companies spin sell their product 
with “buzz words” to make their products sound amazing. 

❖ Titanium heat exchangers 

❖ Extended Anti-Corrosion warranty on the titanium 

heat exchangers 

❖ Rust proof aluminium coils 

❖ Large Evaporator Area 

❖ Weather proof housing  

❖ Integrated Smart Controls & Inverter Technology 

 
 
Titanium Tube in PVC Shell heat 
exchanger. 
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Why Should Buzz Words Ring Warnings? 
 
Titanium heat exchangers are very popular today as they 
have excellent corrosion resistance qualities.  
 
Firstly titanium is a very difficult metal to work with and 
during the manufacture phase 
titanium is prone to cracking 
under heating, cooling and 
bending processes.  
 
To keep costs down, some 
companies will often repair 
these breaks as they occur, 
rather than replace them.  
Unfortunately, these faults are 
completely hidden within the PVC outer shells.  
 
Also, other substances tend to not join easily to titanium 
and thus inferior non-titanium plastic or rubber washers & 
nuts are used to seal the units.  These components 
however are prone to suffer from corrosion and leakage. 
 
Titanium is also an expensive metal and to keep costs down 
reducing the heat exchanger wall thicknesses is often the 
net result. These wall thickness are often below the 
pressure requirements for high pressure refrigerants (Like 
410A). This can cause unpredictable failure of the heat 
exchanger. 

Titanium Tube is PVC shells do not corrode as advertised, 
they just break or fail through cracking, weak joins or 
leaking seals.  
 

Rust Proof Aluminium Coils are exactly that, as aluminium 
does not rust, only iron rusts. With that said, aluminium 
can corrode very quickly. 

 
Sample heat pump coil 

located along the coast. 

 

Salty air and strong chlorine 

chemicals will corrode 

aluminium very quickly. 

 

Large Evaporator areas sound fantastic, and yes having a 
larger evaporator can give you higher and more reliable 
performance. It also allows for increased air flow over the 
coil’s space to ensure a predictable outcome.  
 
However, in a heat pump each component has a 
performance capacity range. The size of the evaporator coil 
can become irrelevant if the performance range of the 
condenser and other components are not sized to match. 
 
Also, to increase evaporator size, companies utalise shaped 
coils to keep the foot print size of the unit down.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Heat pumps with such a coil can only be configured to have 
its fan on the top and the heat pump components in the 
middle.  
 
The weakness of having a curved evaporator coil comes 
very relevant during a service when the unit needs to be 
semi-dismantled to get to the heat pumps components.  
 
Also, top mounted fan units are usually designed to be 
used outdoors.  
 
One of the by-products of a heat pump is cold air being 
rejected straight up out of the unit by the fan. If placement 
is not considered wisely and 
because cold air descends, quite 
often they recirculate the cooled 
de-energised air dispensed from 
the fan back into the evaporator 
coil reducing efficiency and 
potentially freezing the heat 
pump up.  
 
These properties can severely 
restrict potential installation 
locations. 
 
Weather proof housings sound 
excellent until you remember that 
heat pumps with curved evaporator 
coils must have the internal pump 
components go into the middle of the 
heat pump with the evaporator coil 
around the outside and with the fan 
on top.    
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All the surrounding air, regardless if its sunny, rainy, humid 
or salty must pass through the coil straight past all the 
internal components and then rejected out the top fan. 
 
The net result is rusting or corroding of the internal 
components, pipes and wiring.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

The only components that tends to be truly weather proof 
are the major CPU boards and electricals.  
 
Also with the fans on the top, you can’t stop leaves and 
debris from falling in. 
 
Not so weather proof after all? 
 
 
Integrated smart controls have the benefit of solid 
communication with all parts of a heat pump. Producing 
seamless system control, often coupled with inverter 
technology. 
 
Inverters are an excellent technology that increase the 
efficiency of a heat pump by using micro-processors to 
regulate compressor speeds.  
 
The main negatives with these systems is that when things 
go wrong, even highly skilled technicians may struggle to 
trouble shoot the problem, let alone fix the issue. 
 
Quite often, if one part of the controls, let’s say the 
thermostat, goes down the whole electrical system is 
usually required to be replaced, or the complete heat 
pump becomes a throw away item. 
 
The replacement part usually must come from an original 
source and may not be carried by a non-brand specific 
repairer, this may mean several weeks wait whilst the parts 
are ordered in or imported. 

In Summary 
No heat pump design is 100% fool proof and so these buzz 
words are used to bring to light the positive spin on 
product features. These then become a key component in 
helping a customer buy a given branded heat pump.  
 
In seeing some of the issues with the buzz, we hope it 
enables you, the customer, in making an evaluated product 
decision.   But, how does Toyesi Differ?  

How Toyesi stands the test of time. 

Unmatched for technical expertise and  
meticulous manufacturing 

 

➢ Toyesi has designed its heat pumps for the diversity of the 

Australian environments 

➢ The Systems are built here in Sydney Australia by Toyesi 

since 1989, and not mass imported or rebranded systems. 

➢ The quality builds are under local control. 

➢ Built for easy service and readily available parts. 

Toyesi’s heat pumps are designed with a weather resistant 
design with 304 or 316 stainless steel chassis and segregated 
compartments with the longevity of internal components in 
mind.  This also allows for easy accessible compartments and 
access doors for ease of service.  
 
No need to dismantle the heat pump to perform routine 
service or repairs.   

Each component is controlled by an onboard self-monitoring & 
diagnostic PCU Board. If an individual component fails, then it 
is very easy to diagnose the problem and just replace the guilty 
component. 
 
Toyesi where possible uses readily available components so 
that any qualified technician should be able to diagnose, 
service, and repair our heat pumps. This significantly reduces 
any downtime waiting for parts. 
 
Our unique design also means increased versatility. We can 
change the layout of the heat pump to allow for top, front or 
even a side discharge to increase the heat pumps installation 
possibilities.   
 
We also do not need to jerry-rig a system to convert it to an in-
plant system, as we have special layout designs that make a 
Toyesi system perfect for most inplant projects. 
 

Toyesi can build to the project restrictions. 
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Heat Exchangers 
Toyesi's high efficiency heat exchangers are made by Toyesi 
and uses a seamless cooper-nickel coaxial tube-in-tube 
design with an external powder coated finish providing 
added corrosion protection.  
 
Counter-flow water and refrigerant circuits coupled with 
materials specifically selected with extremely high heat 
transfer coefficients deliver optimum performance and 
efficiency generally unmatched by other heat pumps. 
 
Where our solutions call for Titanium Heat exchangers, we 
use full metal jacket heat exchanger, that have easy to 
silver-braze connections for both refrigerant and water 
connections. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Although dearer in design and manufacture, we do not cut 
corners in the manufacture process, thus reduces or even 
eliminates the risk of leakages and breakages within the 
heat exchangers.  
 
When it comes to evaporator coils, Toyesi utalise highly 
efficiency ripple finned pressed or stamped aluminum air 
heat exchanger coils with copper tubing multi-circuited 
designed for long life, performance and clean-ability.  
 
Where corrosion is a high possibility we utalise a baked-on 
epoxy enamel coating that is both scratch resistant and 
corrosion resistant to even the most aggressive 
environments. 
 
The efficient design of our evaporator coils means we do 
not require using oversized coils, thus we can utalise only 
inline designs allowing for the increased versatility our 
systems are known for. 

Toyesi’s Other Unique Features 
 
Pre-Plumbed Water Balance Valve & COP Indicator Gauge  
Unique to all Toyesi heat pumps is our visible COP needle 
gauge and pre-plumbed customised water balance valve - 
used to adjust water flow rates to an optimum setting and 
indicates operating performance whilst unit is in operation. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Energy Management Controller 
Intelligent energy management controller ensures reliable 
operation throughout the swim season. Coupled with 
this controller is electrical, refrigerant and water flow safety 
devices ensuring equipment protection and peace 
of mind. 
 
Side Discharge Fans option on all system sizes. 
Distinctive of all Toyesi outdoor models, this intentional design 
offers several benefits including: 

➢ Units can be stacked on top of each other when space is of 

premium. 

➢ Units can be installed beneath timber decking, verandas, 

and even garden pergolas and patio awnings. 

➢ No issue with cold de-energised air re-circulating back 

through finned coil. 

➢ No issue with falling leaves or debris getting caught in top 

mounted rotating propeller fan(s). 

➢ No issue with having to clean out heavy dust or falling 

debris collecting within the chassis. 

➢ Top, Front or left & right side fan options. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
✓ Extensive Experience: Building systems since 1989 

✓ Typical Toyesi solutions are all fully customisable 
✓ Systems size from 4kW through to 300kW 

✓ Commercially designed and built for all  

domestic and commercial projects. 

 
 
 

Who we are – 
Toyesi pty. ltd. has been instrumental in the design of 
commercial Heat Pumps & Chillers servicing the Pool & Spa 
and Aquaculture markets since 1989.   
 
Want to know more give Toyesi a call 02 9679 9400 


